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Abstract
A study was conducted on the effects of stitch density with different types of stitching patterns towards the puncture resistance of plain weave
Twaron fabric. The fabrics were stitched with nylon threads using stitch densities of 4 stitches/cm and 8 stitches/cm. Four types of stitching patterns
were used namely, vertical, diagonal, square and diamond stitched patterns. A conical probe was used in the puncture resistance tests and the puncture
loads required to perforate the fabric samples were recorded. The results suggest that the samples with 8 stitches/cm has higher puncture load values
than the 4 stitches/cm samples, regardless of the number of layers. Among the stitching patterns, the diagonal and diamond stitched patterns showed
much higher puncture load values for both the 4 stitches/cm and 8 stitches/cm samples. The study also found that three particularly different fabric
failure modes during puncture resistance tests which were local yam breakages, remote yarn failure, and yam pull-out.

Introduction
Stitch density is one of the important parameters in stitching
ballistic fabrics. It is described as the number of stitches/cm or
stitches/inch sewn to the fabric. Stitching can improve the fabric’s
strength and puncture resistance against the penetration of pointed
weapons or probe. Tan KT [1] reported that stitching is highly
effective in preventing fabric damage and significantly minimize
the delamination of fabric. Yudhanto A [2] found that higher stitch
density improved the tensile strength in comparison with moderate
stitch density due to an effective prevention of edge-delamination
of the fabric. In contrast, Karahan M [3] claimed that the tensile
strength of plain woven Twaron T-750/vinyl ester composites with
lower stitching densities are higher than for composites with high
stitching densities.

Another important parameter that contributes to the
performance of fabric stitching is the stitching patterns. Ahmad
MR [4] compared four types of stitching patterns with unstitched
fabric (1-inch diamond, 2-inch diamond, perimeter and diagonal
stitching patterns). The study showed that all the stitched fabric
shave better ballistic impact resistance than the unstitched fabric.
The results from the study discovered that the 2-inch diamond
stitched fabrics have the highest ballistic impact resistance,
followed by the perimeter, and diagonal stitched patterns. A
study on stitched self-reinforced polypropylene composites by
Nanthagopal V [5] found that the +45°/-45° direction gave better
flexural properties and impact resistance in comparison with other

stitching directions due to assembly of warp and weft threads in
both directions. In another study, Suhaimi SA [6] investigated on
the effects of different stitching patterns towards the puncture
resistance of multiple layers of stitched fabric. It was reported that
the 4-layer diamond stitched fabric gave the highest puncture load
values. The additional number of fabric layers contributed to the
increment of puncture resistance to withstand the high load of
penetration. The diamond stitched pattern has better movement
of fabric control and hence higher puncture resistance properties
than other stitching patterns. Carr DJ [7] found that the amount of
energy absorbed during ballistic impacts for diamond quilted was
14% and 22% higher compared to non-quilted and square quilted
depending on the number of fabric layers.
Studies by Karahan M [8] concluded that as stitch density
increased, the tensile strength and strain decreased because the
stitching points represented the weak zones of the samples. The
study also found significant differences between the longitudinal
and diagonal strength values for unstitched and stitched samples. In
another study, Karahan et al. [3] also found that the tensile strength
in the longitudinal direction increased significantly for lower
stitch densities, did not change significantly for medium stitch
densities, and decreased significantly for higher stitch densities.
In the diagonal direction, there were increment of strength for
lower stitch densities and decrement of strength for middle and
high stitch densities. The importance of stitching parameters were
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also supported by Wang QS [9] who studied on the quasi-static
puncture resistance behaviours of high-strength polyester fabric
for soft body armour. The structure, weft density and the number of
fabric layers affected the quasi-static puncture resistance property
of the fabrics. The contact pressure and friction of the probe against
fibres became the main hindrance during the quasi-static puncture
process and the breakage of the fibres during the penetration was
caused by the bend and tensile deformation.

This paper investigates the effect of stitch density of the
puncture resistance properties of high strength fabric system.
Fabrics were stitched with nylon threads using two types of stitch
density, which were 4 stitches/cm and 8 stitches/cm to see the
performance on four types of stitching patterns; vertical, diagonal,
square and diamond stitched pattern.

Methodology
Materials

Plain weave Twaron CT 716 was used as the fabric material.
The areal density of the fabric was 280 g/m2 with 1000 dTex yarn
count. The square fabric has a fabric density of 12 ends/cm and 12
picks/cm. A nylon thread with 573 dTex linear density was used as
the sewing thread for stitching the fabric. Samples of 2-layer, 3-layer
and 4-layer Twaron fabrics were used as the testing parameters.

Experiments

Copyright © Suhaimi SA

patterns were used in the study: vertical, diagonal, square and
diamond stitched patterns as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3: Position of conical puncture probe during
puncture resistance test.

A conical shape of puncture probe was used in the puncture
resistance test. A circular jig was used to clamp the fabric samples
and placed on the SDL Testometric Testing machine. The puncture
probe was attached with a load cell at the upper clamp of the test
machine as shown in Figure 3. The puncture probe was made to
move down at a speed of 100 mm/min until sample penetration
and rupture occurred. The average maximum load achieved in the
test was calculated and reported.

Results and Discussion
Effect of Stitch density

Figure 1: Types of stitch density.

The effect of stitch density was studied to determine which
type of stitch density has the higher value by comparing the results
between the 4 stitches/cm and 8 stitches/cm samples as shown in
Figure 4-6. For the 2-layer fabric, the puncture load of all samples
with 8 stitches/cm was higher than 4 stitches/cm for all type of
stitch patterns as shown in Figure 1. The diagonal stitched pattern
gave the highest difference which was about 40.7%.

Figure 4: Puncture load for 2-layer (kN).

Figure 2: Types of stitching pattern.

Two types of stitch density were used, which were 4 stitches/
cm and 8 stitches/cm as shown in Figure 1. Four types of stitching

From Figure 5, for 3-layer result, the puncture load of 8 stitches/
cm samples was higher on vertical and diagonal stitched patterns,
but the puncture load was slightly lower on square and diamond
stitched patterns. Again, the diagonal stitched pattern showed
highest difference with 11.5% higher than 4 stitches/cm samples.
For 4-layer result based on Figure 6, the square stitched pattern
showed highest difference of puncture load between both stitch
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densities which is around 5%. The puncture load for 8 stitches/cm
samples was higher than 4 stitches/cm samples on all type of stitch
patterns.

Figure 5: Puncture load for 3-layer (kn).

pattern has the higher puncture load for 8 stitches/cm on 3-layer
fabric. From Table 3, the diamond stitched pattern has the higher
puncture load for both stitch densities on 4-layer fabric. From the
analysis by ranking, it was observed that diamond and diagonal
stitching patterns contributed much on the higher puncture load
value for 4 stitches/cm and 8 stitches/cm. Both types of stitching
patterns are more flexible and stretchable since the condition of
stitching in bias direction (45o angle) which makes the penetration
load increased and allowed the fabric to withstand higher load of
penetration. This indicated that the structure and configuration of
the stitching patterns also gave significant effect to determine the
suitability of the puncture resistance properties as a fabric system.
Table 2: Puncture load ranking for 3-layer (kn).

Briefly, the samples with 8 stitches/cm value has higher
puncture load value than 4 stitches/cm samples from 2-layer to
4-layer. It can be anticipated that fabrics that were stitched with
high stitch density (8 stitches/cm) contributed to the higher
puncture load due to the stitching distributed the energy and
absorbed the penetration load from the puncture probe throughout
the fabric system.

Stitch Density

4 Stitches/Cm

8 Stitches/Cm

Vertical

2.63

2.75

Square

2.52

2.51

Diagonal
Diamond

Fabric Failure mechanism

2.54
2.64

2.85
2.5

Figure 7: Surface morphology at 30x magnification.
Figure 6: Puncture load for 4-layer (kN).

The increment of fabric layer with higher stitch density could
hold the multi-layer fabric better compared with the fabric that was
stitched with lower stitch density.

Comparison on Stitch density by ranking

Table 1: Puncture load ranking for 2-layer (kn).
Stitch Density

4 Stitches/Cm

8 Stitches/Cm

Vertical

1.71

2.09

Square

1.55

1.78

Diagonal
Diamond

1.39
1.52

Figure 8: Surface morphology at 60x magnification.

2.1
1.8

Comparison on stitch density by ranking was conducted to
analyse which types of stitching pattern that presented dominant
higher puncture load value. From Table 1, the comparison on
stitch density by ranking on the puncture load value was observed.
Vertical stitched pattern has the higher puncture load for 4 stitches/
cm samples and diagonal stitched pattern has the higher puncture
load for 8 stitches/cm samples on 2-layer fabric.
From Table 2, it was found that diamond stitched pattern has
the higher puncture load for 4 stitches/cm and diagonal stitched

Figure 9: Surface morphology at 100x magnification.

Figure 7-10 showed the surface morphology of the Twaron
fabric after penetration of the puncture probe with the magnification
of 30x, 60x and 100x. It can be observed that the structures of the
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warp and weft yarns were stretched, broken yarns occurred at the
penetration area and the yarns were stretched near the penetration
area. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the effect of penetration with the
presence of the stitching yarns where warp and weft yarns were
stretched and pressed towards the stitching area. The hole that
was created from the tip of the puncture probe appeared on the
stitching point. Broken yarns also occurred at the stitching area.

local yam breakage was the primary fabric failure mode for sharpended puncture probe.

Table 3: Puncture load ranking for 4-layer (kn).
Stitch Density

4 Stitches/Cm

8 Stitches/Cm

Vertical

3.4

3.56

3.48

3.65

Diagonal

3.48

Diamond

3.64

Square

3.58
3.66

Figure 12: Close-up view of diagonal stitched pattern.

Figure 10: Surface morphology at 20x magnification with
stitched yarns.

Figure 11-14 showed the close-up views on four types of
stitching patterns after the penetration. The penetration hole
showed localized damaged region, where the damage of the fabric
restricted around the penetration area as the stitching yarn reduced
the structural deformation and damage of the fabrics. The sharp
probe tip penetrated the fabrics and pushing apart the fabrics to
cut and break the fibres. The penetration shape is similar for all
stitched fabric which exhibit circular shape of penetration.

Figure 13: Close-up view of square stitched pattern.

Figure 14: Close-up view of diamond stitched pattern.

Conclusion
Figure 11: Close-up view of vertical stitched pattern.

There were three particularly different fabric failure modes in
the slow penetration test which is local yam breakages, remote yarn
failure, and yam pull-out. It was clear that the local yarn breakage
was the main fabric failure mode in this study. Local yarn breakage
is the breakage of all fibres at the point of penetration. It was mostly
observed in the fabric failure mode, and followed by a sharp burst
of sound and a sudden drop in the measured load. More than one
yam failed and broke within a short time. It can be assumed that

The study found that fabrics that were stitched with high
stitch density (8 stitches/cm) gave higher puncture load value
from 2-layer to 4-layer fabric. The increment of fabric layer with
higher stitch density could hold the multi-layer fabric better
compared with the fabric that was stitched with lower stitch
density. Furthermore, diamond and diagonal stitched patterns
contributed much on higher puncture load value for 4 stitches/cm
and 8 stitches/cm. The structure of the stitching patterns as well
as higher stitch density determine the suitability of the puncture
resistance properties of a multi-layer fabric.
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